A long-standing conjecture has been that ill-conditioned multivariable plants pose inherent design di culty in achieving robust performance. The elusiveness of a proof of this conjecture has motivated study of an alternate design problem, involving only the nominal plant, in the hopes that an inherent di culty due to plant conditioning might emerge for this alternate problem. In this note we show, under mild assumptions, that such a di culty, if it indeed exists, must take the form of a design tradeo between systems properties at di erent frequencies, rather than between properties at the same frequency. (The terminology \analytic" and \algebraic" is motivated by the type of mathematics used to describe each class of tradeo .) This analysis is also interpreted as implying the same conclusion for the original robust performance problem.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Consider a linear time-invariant feedback system whose plant and compensator have transfer functions denoted P , and C, respectively. We shall assume that the plant is square and invertible. Associated with this feedback system are several important transfer functions; namely, the open loop transfer function, sensitivity function, and complementary sensitivity function de ned at the plant output, L O = P C; S O = (I + , 2]) that many design speci cations may be stated in the form of frequency-dependent bounds upon the closed loop transfer functions S O ; S I ; T O ; T I ; S O P , and P ?1 T O . In particular, each of these six transfer functions expresses the response of the system to an exogenous input and provides a stability margin against a class of modelling errors (e.g. 3]). It is also known that a given set of such design speci cations may not be achievable, due to inherent performance limitations and tradeo s that arise in feedback design.
Design tradeo s and limitations may be divided into two categories, which we shall term algebraic and analytic, after the type of mathematics used to quantify their e ects. Algebraic (also known as \constant matrix") tradeo s take place between system properties at a xed frequency, and are quanti ed by evaluating a transfer function identity at that frequency, resulting in an algebraic equation. For example, consider the well-known tradeo between those feedback properties governed by the output sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions, and quanti ed by the identity S O (j!) + T O (j!) = I. These tradeo s may be viewed as a consequence of the feedback structure. Analytic tradeo s, on the other hand, take place between system properties in di erent frequency ranges, and may be viewed as a consequence of stability or causality. They arise because the transfer function of a stable causal linear system is a complex analytic function of the frequency variable \s", and hence must satisfy Cauchy's integral theorem. Examples are the tradeo s described by the Bode gain-phase relation, the Bode sensitivity integral, and the Poisson integral.
It has been a long-standing conjecture that ill-conditioned plants are inherently di cult to control, and impose signi cant limitations upon the class of achievable design speci cations ( 4] . By an ill-conditioned plant, we mean one whose transfer function matrix, evaluated at a frequency of interest, has a large condition number. Physically, this means that there exists a large directional variation in the gain of the plant when responding to signals at that frequency.
Before proceeding, we note that the plant condition number is not invariant under scaling, or choice of units for the input and output signals. We shall therefore assume that units have been chosen so that design speci cations are directionally uniform and thus can be described by scalar weighting functions as in (3.1){(3.4) below.
The conjecture that ill-conditioned plants impose design limitations seems rst to have arisen in the study of a robust performance problem, wherein a bound upon the output sensitivity function must remain satis ed despite the presence of multiplicative uncertainty at the plant input. It has been shown that an injudicious choice of compensator can yield a design which is extremely sensitive to small modelling errors; however, a de nitive analysis of the design limitations has been hard to accomplish. The di culty in studying the robust performance problem has motivated Nett 12] to study an alternate design problem involving only the nominal system. The idea is that by requiring bounds upon several closed loop transfer functions, an inherent limitation due to plant ill-conditioning might arise. The analysis in 12] is only partial, however.
As a step towards understanding whether ill-conditioned plants are indeed di cult to control, it is of considerable interest to know whether the design limitations, if they indeed exist, are of the algebraic or the analytic type. This knowledge would, at a minimum, serve to steer research away from fruitless paths of inquiry, and might suggest useful research directions. In this note we shall study a design speci cation consisting of bounds imposed upon several closed loop transfer functions. We shall state rather mild assumptions upon these bounds which, if satis ed, imply that an ill-conditioned plant poses no inherent algebraic design limitations. As a consequence, it appears necessary to use the methods of complex variable theory to study the ill-conditoned plant problem.
The remainder of this note is organized as follows. In Section 2, we study the scalar version of the design problem posed by Nett, and derive a set of necessary and su cient conditions for a set of design speci cations to be achievable at a xed frequency. Although this analysis is straightforward, to the author's knowledge it has not heretofore appeared in the literature. Section 3 is devoted to the multivariable version of this problem, and we show that the analysis of the multivariable problem may be reduced to that of a set of scalar problems. In Section 4 we show that the analysis of Section 3 may be interpreted to conclude that ill-conditioned plants pose no inherent algebraic design limitations for the original robust performance problem.
THE SCALAR CASE
For a scalar system, the two sets of transfer functions de ned at the plant input and output are identical, and we therefore omit the subscript \I" or \O" in this section. We shall consider a design speci cation requiring
where r 1 ? r 4 are weighting functions used to re ect the relative importance of system properties at di erent frequencies. Our task is to determine, for a given set of weightings, whether the identity
prevents these speci cations from being simultaneously satis ed at a given frequency. For example, if a speci cation (2.2) or (2.4) upon jS(j!)j is satis ed, the identify (2.5) imposes a constraint upon jT(j!)j, and thus upon the ability of (2.1) or (2.3) to be achieved.
For most of this section, we shall work only with system properties at a xed frequency, and shall therefore suppress dependence upon the frequency variable. The su ciency part of the above proof shows that if we choose weightings so that (2.18) is satis ed at all frequencies, then any obstacle preventing (2.1-4) from being satis ed is necessarily due to frequency dependence and thus cannot be analyzed merely by studying the algebraic constraints at each frequency imposed by (2.14-17).
The bound (2.14) is a consequence of the tradeo between making jSj and jTj simultaneously small; i.e., for (2.1) and (2.2) to be simultaneously achievable, jr 1 j and jr 2 j cannot both be large. Typically, this tradeo is resolved by requiring sensitivity to be less than one only at low frequencies and by requiring complementary sensitivity to be less than one only at high frequencies, with an intermediate frequency range over which both functions are allowed to be somewhat greater than one (Figure 1 ). We shall term this range the crossover interval. Stein 6 ] has studied such weightings in the context of the robust performance problem, and has shown that the ratio ! 2 =! 1 is an important design parameter. For later reference, we shall need to study weightings satisfying the more general condition minfjr 1 (j!)j; jr 2 (j!)jg < 1; 8!: (2:19) Weightings of this form satisfy (2.14) trivially. 
THE MULTIVARIABLE CASE
In this section we shall show that the problem of determining whether a set of design speci cations is simultaneously achievable (at a xed frequency) for a multivariable plant reduces to the problem of determining whether those speci cations are simultaneously achievable for a set of scalar plants. The role of gain for each plant in this set is played by a singular value of the plant transfer function. Let the singular value decomposition 14] of the plant transfer function be denoted P = W T Z H , where T = diag 1 2 n ] contains the plant singular values, ordered so that 1 2 . . . n , and W and Z are unitary matrices whose columns are, respectively, the left and right singular vectors. The largest singular value of a matrix M is denoted M]. It will sometimes be convenient to write P ] = 1 and P ?1 ] = 1= n .
One di erence between the scalar and the multivariable case is that, in general, the transfer functions de ned at the plant input will di er from those at the plant output. Hence, in principle, we need to consider speci cations upon all six transfer functions S O ; S I ; T O ; T I ; S O P , and P ?1 T O . As it turns out, there is no loss of generality in assuming that the speci cations imposed upon S O and S I (similarly, upon T O and T I ) are identical. We shall return to this point after stating our main results.
Our design speci cations will require that
The algebraic identities imposing potential design tradeo s are It is easy to verify that, if speci cations were also imposed upon T O and S I , inequalities identical to (3.15-18) could be derived, with the weightings for T O and S I replacing those for T I and S O , respectively. Hence there is no loss of generality in assuming that the two sensitivity and the two complementary sensitivity functions must satisfy the same design speci cations.
The plant condition number is de ned, at each frequency, by P ] = P ]= P ], and may be interpretated as the ratio of largest to smallest gains at that frequency. A plant with a large condition number is said to be ill-conditioned. We wish to know whether our ability to satisfy the speci cations (3.1-4) decreases as the plant condition number increases. We study this problem by studying the bounds (3.15-18) .
Clearly, our ability to satisfy (3.15) does not depend upon the plant condition number. Furthermore, since (3.18) is always satis ed for su ciently large and/or small values of gain, a large condition number poses no inherent di culty in satisfying this bound (cf the nal remark in Section 2). This leaves the bounds (3.16-17) . Achievability of (3.16) is an issue only if jr 2 j > 1. In that case the bound will always be violated for a su ciently small value of P ]. This, however, is not a function of the condition number per se as P ] increasing does not necessarily imply that P ] decreases. Similarly, achievability of (3.17) is an issue only if jr 1 j > 1, and the bound will always be violated for a su ciently large value of P ]. Again, this is not directly a function of the plant condition number as P ] increasing need not imply that P ] increases. Indeed, only if both jr 1 j > 1 and jr 2 j > 1 at the same frequency does the condition number increasing imply that either (3.16) or (3.17) will be violated. Hence only in this case does the size of the plant condition number potentially impose an algebraic design limitation upon our ability to achieve the speci cations (3.1-4). We summarize these remarks as follows. If r 1 and r 2 satisfy condition (2.19) at the frequency of interest, then our ability to achieve (3.1-4) at that frequency does not depend upon the size of the plant condition number.
Proof: If jr 1 j > 1 and jr 2 j > 1, then the bound (3.19) follows by manipulating inequalities (3.16) and (3.17). The second statement follows from remarks in the preceding paragraph.
It is reasonable to assume that the weightings r 1 and r 2 are chosen, as in Figure 1 , to possess a crossover interval so that (2.19) is satis ed. Hence the bound (3.19) will generally not hold, and the size of the plant condition number will not potentially limit our ability to satisfy the speci cations (3.1-4). The existence of \analytic" design tradeo s, between system properties in di erent frequency ranges, remains to be investigated.
THE ROBUST PERFORMANCE PROBLEM
The conjecture that ill-conditioned plants are inherently di cult to control appears to have rst arisen in the study of the robust performance problem of maintaining the output sensitivity function small despite unstructured multiplicative uncertainty at the plant input. For the present purpose, it su ces to note that robust performance is present if and only if the structured singular value 3] satis es (Alternately, one could obtain a su cient condition by requiring each to be less than 1/2.)
The point is that conditions (4.5-7) are less stringent requirements than are (3.1-4). Hence, under the reasonable assumption that the weightings are chosen to satisfy (2.19), an illconditioned plant poses no inherent algebraic design limitation for the robust performance problem. Again, the existence of an analytic design limitation remains to be investigated.
